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about
the program
The AIST Maintenance & Reliability
Technology Committee, AIST Lubrication
& Hydraulics Technology Committee, and
industry leaders have joined together for the
2015 Maintenance Solutions — A Practical
Training Seminar.
This workshop-based training seminar will
provide attendees with hands-on instruction,
tools, and the best available technologies for
mechanical, electrical, lubrication, hydraulics,
management system maintenance and
reliability solutions. In addition, maintenance
and outage planning, system design,
maintenance troubleshooting and techniques
will all be covered. Manufacturing reliability
is an integral part of sustainability in the
metals industry. Improvement in reliability
is essential to assuring manufacturing
results at the lowest cost. Both operations and
maintenance personnel must understand
the direction their organizations need to take
with respect to improving and managing their
equipment maintenance programs.

th e westin in
dianapolis

schedule of events
sunday, 20 september 2015
4–6 p.m.
Registration
5–6 p.m.
Welcome Reception

monday, 21 september 2015
all:
7 a.m.
Registration and Continental Breakfast
8 a.m.
Welcome
8:05 a.m.

conference overview and jeopardy team setup

More informat
ion at

AiST.org/Techn
ologyTraining

event sponsors

Track 1:

8:50 a.m.
Break

1 p.m.

9 a.m.

reliability achievement award introduction
9:10 a.m.

reliability achievement award bronze
presentation : life prediction in industrial
equipment

george cingle , united states steel corporation , and bin wu,
purdue university calumet
Many industrial facilities use equipment that was designed in
the past without the benefit of computational techniques such
as finite element analysis (FEA). This manual design method
continues to impact the operation and maintenance of such
equipment. FEA is now frequently used to improve new equipment
by optimizing individual structures within an equipment
assembly. This paper proposes a six-step methodology to analyze
stress and fatigue levels in manually designed equipment.

ian mckinnon , reliability solutions llc
In recent years, the term “reliability” has become quite a
buzzword in industry. Many companies have started to focus
on reliability as a new profit center. Several have rallied around
the thought, “It may be our largest available area to compete
against lower cost producers.” But what is the best way to build
a reliable and predictable plant? What are the key programs
and/or processes that will truly deliver improved equipment
reliability and process uptime, and how do we implement them
in a way that will build sustainability? Many organizations view
building a reliability program with an “a la carte” approach:
selecting one of these, one of those and taking a leap of faith
that they will be implemented in a way that will produce and
sustain the desired results. More often than not, this ends with
frustrated plant employees who don’t clearly understand the
vision and subsequently build walls to protect themselves. Some
employees end up feeling that reliability is just another “program
of the month.” So how do we break this cycle of failed starts and
stops and move forward with sustainable results and measured
performance gains?

event sponsors

1:50 p.m.
Break
2 p.m.

mitigating problems associated with vfd driven fans (cont ' d)
2:50 p.m.
Break

10 a.m.

Noon
Lunch

steve kaufman and vern martin , flowcare engineering inc .
Variable frequency drive (VFD) use is very common in industry
but are often installed without due consideration of their
potential negative impact. Detailed engineering analyses must be
completed before VFD installation to prevent possible significant
machinery damage. This presentation will address electricalmechanical conditions that can compromise equipment driven
by VFD-controlled motors as well as discuss practices that can
protect new and existing equipment.

steve kaufman and vern martin , flowcare engineering inc .

9:50 a.m.
Break

why reliability?

mitigating problems associated with vfd driven fans

3 p.m.

gear drive maintenance and reliability

tim canaley, falk renew
This presentation covers topics such as gearing nomenclature
and failure modes, troubleshooting, installation and life cycle
management.
3:50 p.m.
Break
4 p.m.

gear drive maintenance and reliability
tim canaley, falk renew

(cont ' d)

Track 2:
1 p.m.

fundamentals of lubrication

john haspert, castrol industrial n . a . inc .
Learn about the basic building blocks for lubricants and their
usage. The science of friction, wear and lubrication will be
discussed in everyday terms to provide attendees with working
knowledge that can be applied to their daily jobs.
1:50 p.m.
Break
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2 p.m.

understanding greases

jim sidow, fuchs lubricants co.
Review of the primary tests greases and lubricants are subjected
to and referenced on product data sheets.

up a gear?” This session uses vibration analysis as an example to
explain how we got here and provides ideas as to how we move
asset life extension and process improvement forward.
8:50 a.m.
Break

2:50 p.m.
Break

9 a.m.

3 p.m.

ian mckinnon , reliability solutions llc

installation practices (cont ' d)

automatic lubrication

matthew breece , bijur delimon international
This presentation will discuss the features and benefits of
implementing an automatic lubrication system in steel mills.

9:50 a.m.
Break
10 a.m.

bolting

3:50 p.m.
Break

jay palmer , valley forge & bolt manufacturing co.

4 p.m.

10:50 a.m.
Break

bearing failures

walt kusnier , messinger bearings – a kingsbury brand
Inspecting failed bearings is an important part of maintenance.
The majority of bearings fail prematurely and do not make
it to their design life. Inspecting bearing and equipment can
determine the causes of bearing damage. Correcting the problem
is an important part of good maintenance practices. The goal is to
prevent the replacement bearing from failing again for the same
reasons, which will improve machine life and reliability.

tuesday, 22 september 2015
7 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
Track 1:
8 a.m.

installation acceptance practices

ian mckinnon , reliability solutions llc
The condition monitoring industry has seen many changes
over the last few decades. Many of these changes are incredibly
positive and certainly required in today’s industry. However, there
are times when these innovations have resulted in poorer analysis
and machinery life extension. Many condition monitoring
programs focus almost exclusively on the early identification of
machinery defects, with little emphasis on identifying underlying
causes or improvements. In essence, many condition programs
still utilize a reactive, failure-based approach: “What have we
really achieved?” and “If we are to move forward, how do we step

11 a.m.

bearing installation

jeff oros and alex hunt, ntn usa
On the surface, bolting projects may seem simple enough, but
many factors can cause joint tightness to stray far from the
equipment designer’s intent. Common methods of controlling
joint tightness will be discussed, along with other factors that
influence initial bolt preload as well as residual preload.
Track 2:
8 a.m.

new hydraulic system commissioning

john augustinovich , eagle services corp.
This presentation covers what the owner should expect from
contractors to commission a newly installed hydraulic system.
The presentation will discuss chemical cleaning and hydraulic oil
flushing of hydraulic piping. The owner can use this information to
analyze and choose prospective contractors to perform this work.
8:50 a.m.
Break
9 a.m.

fire- resistant fluids — past and present

john schlobohm , american chemical technologies
The development of fire-resistant hydraulic fluids starting in
the mid-20th century to present, including advantages and
disadvantages.
9:50 a.m.
Break

More informat
ion at

AiST.org/Techn
ologyTraining

event sponsors

10 a.m.

using vfd for hydraulic pump control

rashid aidun , parker hannifin corp.
Using variable speed drive to improve efficiency and performance
of hydraulic power units.

8 a.m.

11 a.m.

hydraulic systems — fluid connector
technology

brian smith and yindong ge , parker hannifin corp.
A training on best practices in fluid connector technology,
including the practical application and uses of fluid power system
threaded fittings, piping systems and hoses. Fluid connector
routing and safety will also be discussed.
All:

reliability achievement award silver
presentation : refining the practice of hot mill
spindle disassembly, inspection and assembly
In 2009, California Steel Industries’ machine shop took on the
task of evaluating the condition of its hot mill finishing spindles.
The challenge led to the development of practices and devices that
made the job safer, more practical and ultimately more efficient.
1:30 p.m.

steel dynamics inc . – engineered bar products
div. facility overview

5:30 p.m.
Reception

adrian cassa , arcelormittal dofasco inc .
Knowledge transfer strategies for proactive asset management
in today’s steel economy. ArcelorMittal Dofasco uses asset
prioritization, current inspection implementation methods and
equipment maintenance program reviews to continually update
work to achieve minimal levels of maintenance in a fluid operating
context. Key performance indicator reviews and presentations to
all employees keep goals visible and engage everyone equally.

9 a.m.

1 p.m.

plant tour: steel dynamics inc . –
engineered bar products div.

asset management and emp review at
arcelormittal dofasco inc .

8:50 a.m.
Break

Noon
Lunch

1:45 p.m.

7 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
Track 1:

10:50 a.m.
Break

kyle glass , steel dynamics inc .

Wednesday, 23 September 2015

in the trenches with iso 55,000

bill barto, life cycle engineering
In this presentation, the new asset management standard (ISO
55000) will be put into practical terms, and the implementation of
an asset management plan will be discussed. Attendees will leave
with a better understanding of the standard and examples of how
to implement better asset management.
9:50 a.m.
Break
10 a.m.

vibration analysis — starting off on the right
foot

bob miller , ivc technologies
The basis for vibration analysis or any other condition based
monitoring (CBM) technology is getting “good data.” In order to
get good data, there are many things a person in the field needs
to be aware of before he/she actually starts to gather data. The
purpose of this presentation is to cover key items such as proper
sensor placement, equipment calibrations, machine inspection
and others areas that CBM professionals should take into
consideration each and every time they go into the field.
10:50 a.m.
Break

event sponsors
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All:

11 a.m.

make sure the methods match the machine

mark spease , the itr co.
When something is complicated, human nature (and pragmatism)
encourages us to simplify it so we can better understand its nature
and communicate information to others. While this approach is
sound, vibration analysts must be careful to make certain that in
the process of simplifying, valuable information is not lost.
Track 2:
8 a.m.

applying filtration technology to solve
critical application requirements

mrinal mahapatro, pall corp.
This presentation will provide an overview of filtration technology
and how filters are constructed and rated. Contamination-related
challenges prevalent in key applications in the metals market will
be highlighted. Selection and utilization of appropriate filtration
technologies to address these issues will be discussed.
8:50 a.m.
Break
9 a.m.

bearing lubrication systems

kevin marthaler , skf lubrication systems usa
The session will cover bearing lubrication systems of multiple
types: single line, dual line and spray grease systems, to total loss
and recirculating oil systems. System type selection advantages
and limitations will be highlighted with emphasis on asset
reliability.
9:50 a.m.
Break

Noon
Lunch
1 p.m.

reliability achievement award gold
presentation : mill stand improvement

jerry hermann , nucor steel– berkeley
Mill spring improvements to improve quality and repeatability of
mill stands.
1:40 p.m.

sustainability — making it stick

chuck kooistra , gp strategies
So you enjoyed the conference and learned a lot. What’s next?
What are you going do with that information?
This presentation focuses on implementation and, just as
important, how to sustain the momentum and gains after initial
implementation. More than two-thirds of improvement initiatives
fail to achieve the desired outcome due to poor implementation
and change management. This session offers tips and tricks to
successful implementation and sustainability. The author has
more than 40 years of implementation experience across a variety
of industries, including all major North American steel producers.
2:30 p.m.
Break
2:40 p.m.

jeopardy
4 p.m.
Conference Adjourn

10 a.m.

hydraulic pumps and controls

greg rae , avadal inc .
An overview of hydraulic pumps and the associated controls for
flow, pressure and horsepower. Pump selection, maintenance and
troubleshooting issues will be covered as well.
10:50 a.m.
Break

registration fees

11 a.m.

Advance registration by 9 August 2015: Member US$795, Nonmember US$1,010. Registration after 9 August 2015: Member
US$895, Non-member US$1,110. Registration fees include
continental breakfasts, lunches and continuous breaks Monday
through Wednesday, reception Sunday and Tuesday, plant tour,
and a course workbook or flash drive including presentations.

hydraulic pumps and controls (cont ' d)
greg rae , avadal inc .

More informat
ion at

AiST.org/Techn
ologyTraining

register now

